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Abstract—Inmany computingapplicationsthereisaneedtocompute
thesimilarityofsetsofelements. Whenthesetshavemanyelements
orcomparisoninvolves manysets,computingthesimilarityrequires
significantcomputationaleffortandstoragecapacity.Asinmostcases,
areasonablyaccurateestimateissufficient,manyalgorithmsforsim-
ilarityestimationhavebeenproposedduringthelastdecades.Those
algorithmscomputesignaturesforthesetsandusethemtoestimate
similarity.However,asthenumberofsetsthatneedtobecompared
grows,eventhesesimilarityestimationalgorithmsrequiresignificant
memorywithitsassociatedpowerdissipation.Thispaperforthefirst
timeconsiderstheuseofapproximatememoriesforsimilarityestima-
tion.Atheoreticalanalysisandsimulationresultsareprovided;initially
itisshownthatsimilaritysketchescantoleratelargebiterrorrates
andthus,theycanbenefitfromusingapproximatememorieswithout
substantiallycompromisingtheaccuracyofthesimilarityestimate.An
understandingoftheeffectoferrorsinthestoredsignaturesonthesim-
ilarityestimateispursued.Aschemetomitigatetheimpactoferrorsis
presented;theproposedschemetoleratesevenlargerbiterrorratesand
doesnotneedadditionalmemory.Forexample,biterrorratesofupto
10 4havelessthana1%impactontheaccuracyoftheestimatewhen
thememoryisunprotected,andlargerbiterrorsratescanbetoleratedif
thememoryisparityprotected.Thesefindingscanbeusedforvoltage
supplyscalingandincreasingtherefreshtimeinSRAMsandDRAMs.
Basedonthoseinitialresults,anenhancedimplementationisfurther
proposedforunprotectedmemoriesthatfurtherextendstherangeof
toleratedBERsandenablespowersavingsofupto61.31%forSRAMs.
Inconclusion,thispapershowsthattheuseofapproximatememories
insketchesforsimilarityestimationprovidessignificantbenefitswitha
negligibleimpactonaccuracy.

IndexTerms—Similarity,ApproximateComputing,Minhash,Memories

1 INTRODUCTION

Computingthesimilarityofsetsofdataisafundamental

problemincomputerscience[1]andisneededin many

applications,forexampletodetectdocumentsthataresim-

ilar[2].Anexactcomputationofthesimilarityrequiresa

computationaleffortthatisatleastlinearwiththesizeof

thesetsandalsothestorageofallsets.Therefore,when

thesetsarelarge,anexactcomputation maynotbefea-

siblewithreasonablecomputationaloverheads.Formany
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applications,anearlyaccurateestimateofthesimilarityis

stillfeasible.Forexample,whencomparingtwodocuments,

knowingthattheyare90%similarwitha1%accuracyloss

issufficientin manycases[2].Thiscanbeexploitedto

designalgorithmsforsimilarityestimationthatsignificantly

reducethecomputationandstoragecomplexities.Estimates

arebasedonprobabilisticguaranteesforaccuracy. Many

algorithmshavebeenproposedoverthelastdecadesand

arewidelyusedincomputingsystems[1],[2],[3],[4],[5].

Mostofthesealgorithmsforsimilarityestimationcompute

fixed-sizedsignaturesoneachsetandthencomparethe

signaturestoestimatethesimilarity.Thismakesthecompu-

tationandstorageneededforsimilarityestimationconstant

andindependentofthesizeofthesets.Thesignatureis

formedbyseveralsignaturecomponentsthataretypically

obtainedbycomputingavalueoneachelementoftheset

andtakingtheminimumvalueacrossalltheelements.The

valuecanbeahashfunctionontheelement[2],[5]ormore

complexfunctionsthatdependonrandomdistributions[3].

Thefunctionsusedaredifferentforeachsignaturecompo-

nent,sothattheyarealsodifferent.Foragivensignature

component,thevalueisdeterminedbyasingleelement(the

onethattakestheminimumvalue)andifthatelementisthe

sameonbothsets,thenthesignaturecomponentsmatch.

Therefore,the moreelementsthetwosetshaveincom-

mon,themorelikelythatthesignaturecomponentsmatch.

Typically,hundredsofsignaturecomponentsorevenafew

thousandsareused[3],eachhavingafixedsize(ranging

from64bitstojustafewbitsorevenasinglebit[5]).As

thenumberofsetstocomparegrows,currentalgorithms

becomeinadequateintermsof memory,especiallywhen

signaturesmustbestoredinfastmemories(astheyneedto

befrequentlyaccessed);therefore,itisofinteresttoreduce

thememoryusedtostorethesignaturesofthesets.

Severaltechniquestoreducethe memoryintermsof

bothareaandpowerdissipationhavebeenproposedin

technicalliteraturesovertheyears.Recently,somealgo-

rithmshavebeenproposedbyallowingerrorsinthestored

data[6];forexample,eithertherefreshrateofDRAMscan

bereduced[7],orthesupplyvoltagecanbescaleddownfor

SRAMs[8]tosaveasignificantamountofpower.However,

thesetechniquesalsointroduceadditionalincrementsinthe
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observed bit error rate when accessing the memory, because
the read data is no longer reliable and/or correct. These
memories (also known as approximate memories) trade off
power/size overhead for an acceptable loss of accuracy;
they are commonly used together with other approximate
computing blocks in applications that are inherently error
tolerant [9], [10].

An alternative is to use Error Correction Codes (ECCs)
to mitigate errors, such that the memory is no longer ap-
proximate and can be used in traditional (exact) computing
systems [11]. This approach is effectively provided when
the overhead introduced using ECCs is significantly smaller
than the savings due to reducing the refresh rate, or the
supply voltage of the memory. However, for applications
that are error-tolerant, the use of approximate memories
usually results in larger overhead reductions. Examples
of such applications are signal/image processing [12] and
machine learning [13] in which errors on the least signif-
icant bits can be tolerated by the algorithm with a small
impact on the result. From the previous discussion, the
use of approximate memories for finding a similarity es-
timate may significantly reduce overheads, for example in
terms of power dissipation. However, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the use of approximate memories has
never been considered for this application (i.e., similarity
estimation data sketches) as well as for other probabilistic
data structures. The closest related works have studied the
impact of radiation induced soft errors on probabilistic data
structures used for counting [14] and cardinality estimate
[15], so showing that the algorithmic features of the data
sketches can be used to protect against errors in the memory.
The use of approximate memories for similarity estimation
of large graphs has been reported in [16] but utilizing exact
computation; moreover no sketches were used.

In this paper, the use of approximate memories for
similarity estimation is studied for the first time. Errors on
the signatures stored in memory are considered; the analysis
and error injection results show that sketches for similarity
estimation intrinsically tolerate large bit error rates when
using an unprotected memory. The range of bit error rates
that have a small impact on the similarity estimate, can also
be further extended by using a parity protected memory.
After these findings, a scheme to mitigate the impact of
errors is presented; the proposed scheme tolerates even
larger bit error rates and does not need additional memory.
These results mean that the use of an approximate memory
significantly reduces overheads, for example the power
dissipation needed for computing the similarity estimate.
In more general terms, they also indicate that there is a
significant potential in using approximate computing in
probabilistic data structures and motivates further research
in this area.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
covers the background on similarity estimation and approx-
imate memories. Section 3 first analyzes the impact of errors
on algorithms for similarity estimation and then considers
two sketches (minhash and b-bit minhash) as examples. The

impact of errors is evaluated by error injection in section 4
to validate the previously presented theoretical analysis and
provide insights into the bit error rates that can be tolerated
by widely used configurations of similarity sketches. A
protection scheme that further reduces the impact of errors
on the similarity estimate is proposed in section 5. The
benefits in terms of memory performance (size and power
dissipation) that can be obtained by exploiting the error
tolerance for different configurations are studied in detail
in section 6 for different memories. The paper ends with the
conclusion and some proposals for future work.

2 PRELIMINARIES

This section initially provides a brief overview of existing
sketches for similarity estimation and then, it discusses dif-
ferent alternatives to compute the similarity estimate using
approximate memories and the trade-offs that are involved
in such implementations.

2.1 Sketches

Most sketches for finding the similarity estimate use two
steps/processes: i) the signature pre-computation process,
in which several signature components on each set are
computed and then stored in a memory; ii) the similarity
process, which is performed by comparing the signature
components of different sets. Figure 1 illustrates these two
processes for finding the similarity estimate on two sets; to
describe them more formally, the notation that is used in
this paper is defined as follows:

� fi: function used for the ith signature component.
� vi: value used for the ith signature component.
� si: ith signature component.
� m: number of signature components.
� n: number of elements in the set.
� b: number of bits in each signature component.
� k: number of matching signature components when

comparing two sets.
� J : Jaccard similarity coefficient.
� �: bit error rate of the memory.

In the signature pre-computation process, each signature
component is typically obtained by computing a hash func-
tion across the elements of the set and keeping the minimum
value of the function across all of them; thus, by using dif-
ferent hash functions, several signature components can be
computed; they are used for finding the similarity estimate.
As shown in Figure 1, to compute the signature component
si for a set S, the function fi is computed for all the n
elements in S and a value typically vi = min(fi(x)) for
all x in S is selected from those fi(x). Then, the signature is
extracted from vi. In some cases, the signature component
is the same as the value si = vi but in other cases, it can
be different; for example, si contains only the lower bits of
vi [5]. Each set needs to store m signature components of
b bits each, so m � b memory bits are required. Typically,
to provide a good estimate, m is in the range of a few
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Fig.1:Illustrationoftheprocessforfindingasimilarityestimateontwosets.

hundredstoafewthousandsandbhasfromafewbitsto
64bits;therefore,thesignatureofasetrequiresfewKbitsof

memory.Inmanyapplications,thesignaturecomputation

isperformedonceandallcomponentsarestored;once

thesimilarityestimateisrequiredbyanapplication,the

signaturecomponentsoftherelatedset/setsarereadfrom

thememoryforcomparison.

AsshowninFigure1,forestimatingthesimilarityof

twosets,thenumberofmatchingsignaturecomponentsis

checkedfirstandthenusedtocomputeanestimateofthe

Jaccardsimilaritycoefficient[2];therefore,whencomparing

asetagainstagroupofexistingsets,thesignaturesof

thesetscanbepre-computedandstored. Whenanew

setisavailableforcomparison,itssignaturecomponents

arecomputedandcomparedwiththoseofthestoredsets.

Tobetterillustratethesimilaritysketches,next minwise

hashing[2]andb-bitminwisehashing[5]arediscussedin

moredetailandwillbeusedasexamplesintherestofthe

paper.

2.1.1 MinwiseHashing

In minwisehashingorsimply minhash[2],thefunctions

fiarehashfunctions,thevalueviiscomputedasthe
minimumoverthehashesofalltheelementsinthesetand

thesignaturecomponentisequaltovi.ConsiderasetS
withfourelementsx,y,w,zandeightbithashfunctions
thatforthefirsthashfunctionf1takethevaluesf1(x)=
01011111,f1(y) =11011001,f1(w) =01100001,f1(z) =
00110101.Then,theminimumvalueisf1(z)=00110101
andthus,thefirstsignaturecomponentiss1=00110101.
Hashfunctionstypicallyhave32or64bitstoensurethat

theprobabilitythattwodifferentelementshavethesame

hashvalue,isverysmall.Thefirstbitsofthesignature

componentstendtobezeroasthe minimumhashvalue

isselected,whiletheloweronesareuniformlydistributedif

thehashfunctionsbehaveproperly.ToestimatetheJaccard

similaritycoefficientoftwosets,thenumberof matching

signaturecomponentskisdividedbym,i.e.,Jest=
k
m.

2.1.2 b-bitMinwisehashing

Toreducethenumberofbitspersignaturecomponentand

thus,the memorysize,b-bit minwisehashingusesalso

hashfunctions.However,ittakesasvaluethe minimum

butthenusesassignaturecomponentsonlythelowerb-

bitsofthevalue.Intheexampleconsideredpreviously,a4-

bitminwisehashingwoulduseassignaturecomponentthe

lowestfourbitsoff1(z)=00110101suchthats1=0101.
Asdiscussedpreviously,thelowerbitstendtobeuniformly

distributed,sothatthetwosignaturecomponentscreated

bytwodifferentelementshaveaprobability1/2boftaking
thesamevalue.Thisprobabilityisnolongernegligible

when bhasasmallvalue,forexamplefour;therefore,
thishastobecompensated whenestimatingtheJaccard

similaritycoefficientoftwosets.Inmoredetail,theestimate

oftheJaccardsimilaritycoefficientoftwosetsthathavek

matchingsignaturecomponentsisgivenby:Jest=
k
m −2

b

1−2 b.

2.2 ApproximateMemories

Forsomeerror-resilientapplicationsthatdealwithavery

largeamountofdata(suchassignalandimageprocessing

orneuralnetworks),theuseofapproximate memoriesis

analternativesolutiontoaddressthechallengingissueof

storageoverhead.Asintroducedpreviously,approximate
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memories can reduce both the area and power of a storage
system by introducing errors in the stored data. Therefore,
they have a great potential to reduce the implementation
complexity for finding a similarity estimate when an ac-
ceptable accuracy loss is permitted in the comparison and
the number of stored signatures is very large.

There are several approximate storage techniques suit-
able for different types of memories to meet these per-
formance requirements. For example, in SRAMs (as usu-
ally utilized as caches), efficient access operations and low
power dissipation are required. Scaling down the supply
voltage Vdd in SRAMs can significantly reduce the power
[8], [17], therefore some works have studied the relationship
between the voltage and the bit error rate (BER) in data
(due to the failure of some read/write operations) to de-
termine an appropriate scaling factor, thus establishing the
best arrangement for potential power savings. For example,
Figures 2 and 3 show the dynamic/static power saving
when different read BERs are introduced due to scaling in
the supply voltage of a 28 nm SRAM (with a nominal Vdd
of 1.0 V) and a 32 nm SRAM (with a nominall Vdd of 0.9 V),
respectively. Note that these plots are obtained by extracting
the simulation results1 reported in [18] and [19] as well
as considering the general scaling factor between power
and supply voltage in CMOS technology (i.e., the dynamic
power scales quadratically with Vdd, while the static power
scales linearly with Vdd [20], [21]). As shown in Figures
2 and 3, 51.00% (30.00%) dynamic (static) power can be
reduced in the 28 nm SRAM and 43.42% (24.78%) dynamic
(static) power reduced in the 32 nm SRAM, by introducing
a read BER of 10�4. In addition to voltage scaling, a scheme
to further reduce power dissipation consists of disabling
the bit lines for some of the least significant bits, because
they have a very small impact on the data integrity [22].
In addition, since the required cache size is increasing in
today’s processors to improve the performance, the cache
hierarchy can also be enlarged; however, this solution is
fast reaching its limit due to the large volume of hardware
involved. In some chip multiprocessors (such as those by
Intel), caches can account for nearly 30% of the area of
the entire chip [23]); therefore, some other approximate
methods have been utilized to increase the storage density
by organizing the data stored in the caches [24], [25].

For DRAMs that are usually employed as main mem-
ory, approximate techniques mainly focus on the refresh
operation to save energy [7]. Since the refresh operation is
executed periodically in a DRAM to hold the stored data,
this operation accounts for 10% to 25% of the entire power
dissipation for a 2 GB to 32 GB DRAM, as reported in
[26], [27], [16] and it may account for a smaller fraction
in more advanced DRAMs [16]; moreover, the ratio also
depends on the specific application (e.g., 12% when used
for a LDPC decoder and 1.6% when used for image pro-

1. The simulation reported in [18] is at the read-critical process corner
with room temperature; the simulation in [19] uses an in-house simu-
lator based on ModelSim with PTM models. For additional simulation
results please refer to the corresponding references.

Fig. 2: Power saving for different memory bit error rates
due to supply voltage scaling in a 28 nm approximate
SRAM.

Fig. 3: Power saving for different memory bit error rates
due to supply voltage scaling in a 32 nm approximate
SRAM.

cessing [16]). Overall, it is clear that an increase in the
refresh period is helpful for reducing the entire DRAM
power. However, when the refresh interval increases, the
logic state stored in some memory cells may erroneously
change, and so introducing retention errors. The BER when
changing the refresh period (thus power savings) has been
extensively studied. Figure 4 presents the refresh power
saving at different BERs in a 20 nm approximate 4 GB
DDR4 DRAM (with a nominal refresh interval of 64 ms);
this plot is obtained by extracting the measurement results2

2. The measurements reported in [28] for DDR4 SO-DIMM modules
use a custom platform with room temperature; a true-cell bit storage
is utilized, and the worst-case is considered when analyzing the BER.
More details are available in [28].
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reported in [28] as well as considering the percentage of
power saving as proportional to the increase in the refresh
period. As per Figure 4, when a BER higher than 10�9 is
introduced, the refresh power is saved by over 97.44%; since
in such a DRAM the refresh power accounts for 8.26% of the
entire power dissipation (estimated by using Micron Power
Calculator [29]), a saving of at least 8.05% is achieved for the
entire DRAM power when introducing the BERs considered
in Figure 4. As an alternative solution, the refresh period can
also be customized for different DRAM cells. For example,
a framework presented in [30] allocates critical and non-
critical data in different parts of the DRAM; the regular
refresh rate is then set for the critical data part, while the
non-critical data part is refreshed at a substantially shorter
rate. In this case, the power dissipation can be reduced by
generating some inexact results for the non-critical data.
This method can also be implemented by dividing the mem-
ory pages into different quality bins (so associate error rates)
[31]. Moreover, the refresh operation can even be disabled
for some dedicated applications (e.g., a wide I/O DRAM for
similarity computation of graphs [16]), in which errors have
negligible impact.

Fig. 4: Refresh power saving for different memory bit error
rates due to refresh period relaxing in a 20 nm approximate
DRAM.

In addition to conventional CMOS memories, approx-
imate techniques have also been considered for emerg-
ing memories (e.g., phase-change memories and magnetic
RAMs). These emerging memories store multiple data bits
in a single cell, offering high storage density, so they are
promising candidates for on-chip memories (e.g., replacing
SRAMs and DRAMs in some cases). However, they have
a disadvantage in terms of the latency and energy for the
write operations. Therefore, some approximate techniques
are focusing on reducing the write precision to improve
the performance and endurance of emerging memories [32],
[33].

Overall, if the introduced errors in the stored data can
be tolerated by the application (in this case, the similarity

estimate), approximate memories should have an excellent
potential to reduce the area and power overheads when
storing a large volume of data. This will be analyzed in more
detail in the following sections.

3 IMPACT OF ERRORS

To evaluate the use of approximate memories for computing
the similarity estimate, an understanding of the impact
of memory errors on the similarity sketches is initially
required. The error model of this paper considers only a
memory that when reading, a bit has a certain probability of
returning an incorrect value (so, errors or faults in compu-
tational/arithmetic units such adders, are not considered).
This is given by the Bit Error Rate (BER). As discussed
in the previous section, the BER of memories increases
as the supply voltage or refresh rate are reduced. There-
fore, a knowledge of the impact of different BERs on the
accuracy of the similarity estimate is needed to trade-off
power dissipation for accuracy. The main reason to focus on
read errors is that when computing the similarity estimate,
once the signatures have been stored in memory, only read
operations are needed. However, the analysis can be easily
extended to consider errors in write operations as those
would have a similar impact and therefore, they can be
modeled by increasing the BER to account for both read
and write errors.

Consider comparing two signature components siA and
siB when a signature component has an error; so without
loss of generality instead of siA, s0iA is read. If originally
siA = siB , the error causes the signature components to be
mismatched as now s0iA 6= siB . This reduces the similarity
estimate. Conversely, if originally siA 6= siB , then the error
can make the signature components match, such that now
s0iA = siB . However, this only happens when the error
flips (changes) exactly the bits on which siA and siB are
different. This is highly unlikely in the original minhash
as signature components have many bits (at least 32); two
different components will have several bits that are different
with high probability and therefore, having errors on all
those bits is highly unlikely3. Instead, if the signatures have
only a few bits (like in b-bit minhash), the probability will
be larger. From this discussion, errors can both increase and
decrease the number of matching signatures, thus affecting
the similarity estimate.

The impact of errors also depends on whether the mem-
ory has any error detection or correction mechanism. For
example, parity or Single Error Detection Double Error
Correction (SEC-DED) are widely used to protect memories
from errors [34], [35]. For a parity protected memory, when
a signature component has an odd number of bit errors, the
error is detected and thus, that pair of signature components
can be discarded. Next, the impact of errors is analyzed
first for an unprotected memory and then for a protected
memory.

3. For d different bits the probability is approximately (BER)d
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3.1 Unprotected Memory

To better analyze the impact of the errors, consider two sets
that have k matching signature components for an error
free memory of which kt are true matches and kf are false
matches (due to for example, the use of a small number
of bits for the signature components as in b-bit minwise
hashing). Then, when using an approximate memory, the
probability that there is an error in a pair of signature
components, is given by ppe; so, the number of matching
signature components is approximately given by:

kerr � (kt + kf ) � (1� ppe) + (m� kt � kf ) � ppe � pm; (1)

where pm is the probability that an error makes two signa-
tures that were different, equal.

This general formula can be simplified for each specific
similarity sketch. For example, for minhash, kf is negligible
as discussed in the previous section. As it is also very
unlikely that two signatures are the same (except in one or
two bits), pm is also negligible for the BER values of interest.
Therefore, for minhash the estimate can be simplified to:

kerr � kt � (1� ppe): (2)

The value of ppe for signature components of b bits and
a BER � can be estimated as follows:

ppe = 1� (1� �)2�b � 2 � b � �: (3)

These equations show that minhash can tolerate signif-
icant bit error rates with limited impact on accuracy. For
example, for a BER of 10�4 and a signature size of b = 32
bits, the loss given by equations 2 and 3 is less than one
percent. This suggests that the sketch is quite resilient to
errors.

For b-bit minwise hashing, kf can be approximately
given by m�kt

2b
and pm can also be approximated by 2�b

assuming single bit errors are dominant (as applicable to
the case for the BERs of interest). This leads to the following
approximation:

kerr � (kt +
m� kt

2b
) � (1� ppe) + (m� kt �

m� kt
2b

) � ppe
2b

= kt � (1� ppe) +
m� kt

2b
� (1� ppe

2b
)

� kt � (1� ppe) + kf :
(4)

Like minhash, the sketch can tolerate errors; in b-bit
minwise hashing, the signatures are smaller, so, ppe is lower
for the same BER. As an example, for a BER of 10�4 and a
signature size of 64 bits minhash has a ppe of approximately
1.27% while for b-bit hashing with signatures of 8 bits, ppe
is only 0.16%.

In summary, it seems that similarity sketches can tolerate
large BERs even when the memory is unprotected. This is
valid, because errors affect only a fraction of the signature
components and if that fraction is small, the impact on
accuracy is also small. However, if the BER increases, then,

the impact on the accuracy is significant. For those BERs, a
protected memory should be used.

3.2 Protected Memory

In the analysis so far, only unprotected memories have been
considered; however, it is possible to detect and correct
errors in memories by adding protection. For example, a
single parity check bit can be used to detect single bit errors
and a Single Error Correction Double Error Detection (SEC-
DED) code corrects single bit errors and detects double bit
errors [36]. Implementing protection incurs in an overhead;
parity check bits must be added to each protected memory
word and then encoding and decoding circuitry is needed
to write and read from the memory. The memory overhead
of a parity check is a single bit per word, while a SEC-DED
code requires typically log2(w)+2 bits for a data word of w
bits, i.e., for example, 8 bits for words of 64 bits. Therefore,
in this case, a given protection technique is viable only if it
provides larger savings (by enabling the use of larger BERs)
than the overheads it introduces. This is evaluated in the
next sections.

For now, consider that a protection (e.g. a single parity
check) is implemented that enables us to detect signature
components that have incurred in an error. Then the sim-
ilarity estimate can be computed by using only the pairs
of signature components that are error-free. So, the pairs
of signature components for which there is an error d are
discarded and not used in the estimate; hence, instead of
m, m � d is used in the formulas and k includes only
matching signatures that are error-free. As an example, if 1%
of the signature component pairs have an error, we would
basically have a sketch with 99% of the signatures that
marginally reduces the accuracy. This can be used to extend
the BER that the sketch can tolerate. Consider a memory
that is protected with parity; in such case only when both
signatures have no errors or an even number of errors, the
pair is used for the estimate.

As per [37], a signature component has a probability of
no error or an even number of errors given by:

1

2
+

1

2
(1� 2 � �)b+1: (5)

The probability that a signature component has no error is

(1� �)b+1: (6)

Therefore, the probability that a signature component has
no error after detection is

(1� �)b+1

1
2 + 1

2 (1� 2 � �)b+1
: (7)

Finally, the probability that a pair has an error after detection
is

ppe = 1�
(

(1� �)b+1

1
2 + 1

2 (1� 2 � �)b+1

)2

� b � (b+ 1) � �2: (8)

The approximation is a second order Taylor approxima-
tion at � = 0.
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In the case of protection that corrects errors, the analysis
is even simpler as the errors are effectively removed, and
the similarity sketch does not consider them. However,
correction comes at a large overhead in terms of memory
overhead and as shown in the next sections, it does not
seem to be interesting for similarity sketches implemented
on approximate memories for the scenarios considered.

3.3 Discussion

As per the analysis of the impact of errors on similarity
sketches considering both the protected and unprotected
memories, errors tend to reduce the estimated similarity.
This occurs because in general, an error that reduces the
number of matching signature components, is more likely
than one that increases it; for single bit errors, an error
affecting a pair of matching signature components always
makes them different. Instead, for an error that makes two
mismatched signature components equal, all different bits
and only these bits have to be affected by errors; this
occurs in most cases with an extremely low probability, and
particularly it is negligible when the signatures consist of
a large number of bits as explained previously. Therefore,
errors tend to introduce a negative bias in the estimated
similarity that is proportional to the real similarity, as seen
for example in equation 2.

As the impact of an error tends to be one sided and can to
some extent be predicted, it is then possible to compensate
it. For example, consider again equation 2 if the BER is
known, its effect on the estimate can be compensated by
simply dividing by (1 � ppe). This can further improve
the accuracy of the estimate, so reducing the impact of
errors. However, to provide an effective compensation, the
BER must be accurately estimated. Although the BER can
be estimated by simulation, for a given memory in the
field it depends on factors such as temperature or supply
voltage that cannot be fully controlled. Therefore, accurately
compensating the impact of errors seems challenging. The
first option is to perform partial compensation using a
best-case BER that corresponds to a combination of several
parameters (so resulting in the lowest BER). Another op-
tion is to measure the BER experimentally by for example
checking the number of parity errors and use the result for
compensation; this enables a good compensation if the BER
measurements are accurate. In the remaining part of this
paper, error compensation is not considered and is left for
future work. The main reason to do so is that even with-
out error compensation, significant savings are achieved
by using approximate memories to implement sketches for
similarity estimation as shown next.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, the impact of errors on the computation of
the similarity estimate is evaluated by simulation with two
objectives:

� Validate the analysis presented in the previous sec-
tion.

� Identify the values of the bit error rate that can be
tolerated by similarity sketches.

These results will then be used in the next sections to
study the potential benefits when employing different types
of approximate memory. As in the previous section, two
sketches are considered: minhash [2] and b-bit minwise
hashing [5]. They have both been implemented using ideal
hash functions and random sets of elements. Then, error
injection simulation has been performed to assess the im-
pact of errors. In more detail, the first two random sets
of n = 216 are generated with a known Jaccard similarity
coefficient J and the signature components for each of the
similarity sketches are computed and stored. Then, errors
are randomly injected on the stored signatures with a given
bit error rate and the similarity estimate is computed.

The average results over 100 runs for m = 1024 signa-
ture components and J = 0:5 are shown in Figure 5 for
minhash with 32-bit signatures and in Figures 6, 7, 8 for b-
bit minwise hashing with 8, 4 and 2 bits respectively. The
figures also include the values of the theoretical estimates
derived in section 3 labeled as ”theo” in the plots. The first
observation is that the theoretical estimates provided by
equations 2 for minhash and 4 for b-bit minwise hashing
mostly match the simulation results in all cases. Therefore,
those equations can be used to estimate the impact of errors
on both sketches. A second observation is that large bit error
rates can be tolerated in all cases. So, for an unprotected
memory, minhash tolerates a BER of 10�4 with almost no
impact on the similarity estimate, while for b-bit minhash
the value goes up to 10�3. Those values are even larger
when the memory is protected with parity, reaching 10�3

and 10�2 respectively.

Fig. 5: Impact of errors on a minhash sketch with m = 1024
and signature components of 32 bits.

In addition to looking into the average estimate, it is of
interest to analyze the worst-case relative deviation intro-
duced by errors. The maximum relative error between the
Jaccard coefficient estimator obtained in the error-free case
and the one obtained with a given bit error rate (over 1000
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Fig. 6: Impact of errors on an 8-bit minwise sketch with
m = 1024.

Fig. 7: Impact of errors on a 4-bit minwise sketch with
m = 1024.

runs) are recorded and the results are shown in Table 1 for
an unprotected memory and in Table 2 for a parity protected
memory. Consider that in the worst case, the goal is to have
a 1% deviation in the similarity estimate. Then the results
show that the minhash sketch can tolerate a bit error rate of
10�5 and the b-bit minwise hashing can go up to 10�4 when
the memory is unprotected. For a parity protected memory,
the tolerated bit error rates increase to 10�4 for minhash
and to 10�3 (although the deviation is slightly above 1%)
for b-bit minhash. However, the implementation overhead
of a parity per signature for a b-bit minwise hashing is larger
because b is significantly smaller. Therefore, the use of parity
is less interesting for b-bit minwise hashing as confirmed in
the case studies discussed in the next sections.

Finally, it is worth looking at how errors affect the
distribution of the Jaccard similarity estimate values for
unprotected and parity protected memories. To this end,
the values for each run are recorded and the histograms for

Fig. 8: Impact of errors on a 2-bit minwise sketch with
m = 1024.

TABLE 1: Worst case relative deviation of the Jaccard
similarity coefficient estimator for an unprotected memory

bit error rate 10�5 10�4 10�3 10�2

minhash, b= 32 -0.60% -2.21% -9.83% -54.42%
b-bit, b= 8 -0.41% -0.82% -3.58% -20.12%
b-bit, b= 4 -0.40% -0.81% -2.62% -12.65%
b-bit, b= 2 -0.29% -0.83% -2.58% -11.02%

the different configurations are analyzed. For minhash, the
results for different bit error rates are shown in Figures 9,
10, 11, 12. As per these figures, all the histograms are almost
the same when the bit error rate is small. As the error rate
increases, the unprotected and parity protected histograms
start to move to the left due to the bias introduced by the
errors. This effect is more pronounced for an unprotected
memory. Without considering the bias, the shapes of these
histograms are similar for all configurations unless when
the error rate is large (i.e., 10�2). In this case, the parity
protected memory seems to have a wider distribution. This
occurs because when a parity error is detected, the pair of
signature components affected by the error are removed
from the estimate, which effectively reduces the value of
m and thus the accuracy of the estimate. Instead, the unpro-
tected memory seems to have a narrower distribution; this is
due to most of the signature components pairs having errors
and thus not contributing to k in the similarity estimate.
Therefore, their contribution is fixed to zero and that reduces
the variability of the estimate. The results for b-bit minwise
hashing are similar and are omitted for brevity.

5 DISTANCE-ONE COMPARISON

The results presented in the previous section show that
similarity estimation sketches have some inherent resilience
to errors. This resilience is lower as the number of bits in
the signature increases (i.e., because it is more likely to be
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TABLE 2: Worst case relative deviation of the Jaccard
similarity coefficient estimator for a parity protected

memory

bit error rate 10�5 10�4 10�3 10�2

minhash, b= 32 -0.31% -0.86% -2.83% -19.55%
b-bit, b= 8 -0.21% -0.53% -1.35% -4.96%
b-bit, b= 4 -0.18% -0.38% -1.27% -3.30%
b-bit, b= 2 -0.12% -0.36% -1.04% -3.07%

Fig. 9: Distribution of the similarity estimates over 10,000
runs for the minhash sketch with m = 1024 and a bit error
rate of 10�5.

in error). At the same time, the larger the signature, the
smaller the probability that two signatures are different in
just one, or two bits. This can be exploited to further reduce
the impact of errors on the similarity sketch as discussed
next.

Fig. 10: Distribution of the similarity estimates over 10,000
runs for the minhash sketch with m = 1024 and a bit error
rate of 10�4.

Fig. 11: Distribution of the similarity estimates over 10,000
runs for the minhash sketch with m = 1024 and a bit error
rate of 10�3.

Fig. 12: Distribution of the similarity estimates over 10,000
runs for the minhash sketch with m = 1024 and a bit error
rate of 10�2.

The proposed scheme relies on the feature that instead
of using an exact match for the signature components, a
distance-one comparison can be used, i.e., two signature
components match when they are equal or differ in a single
bit. The goal is that when an error changes a bit on a
pair of matching signature components, the distance-one
comparison will still generate a match.

However, the distance-one comparison would match
two error free signatures that differ only in a single bit;
therefore, for the scheme to be useful the probability that
two error free signatures are at a distance-one should be
negligible. This should be the case for example for minhash
because the number of signature bits is large.

Same as in the previous section, simulations have been
run for the sketches using an unprotected memory and
distance-one comparators to match the signatures. The re-
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sults are shown in Table 3 that also includes the results from
Tables 1 and 2 for minhash with b = 32 for comparison
purposes.

The use of distance-one comparison is very effective in
reducing the impact of errors on the cardinality estimate;
also, it is better than parity protection. This is interesting
as the proposed distance-one scheme does not need to add
additional memory bits. The BER that can be tolerated with
less than 1% impact on the accuracy of the estimate, is 10�3,
so better than for parity. However, it is important to note
that this only holds when the probability of having two
different signatures different in only one bit is negligible.
This is only the case when b is large and thus the proposed
distance-one technique is not applicable to b-bit minwise
hashing unless b is large.

TABLE 3: Worst case relative deviation of the Jaccard
similarity coefficient estimator of minhash with b = 32 bits

when using the proposed distance-one scheme

bit error rate 10�5 10�4 10�3 10�2

exact match -0.60% -2.21% -9.83% -54.42%
parity protected -0.31% -0.86% -2.83% -19.55%

distance-one -0% -0.20% -1.01% -17.86%

6 CASE STUDIES AND APPLICABILITY

In this section, the power dissipation required for imple-
menting similarity sketches is initially evaluated showing
that the memory is the largest contributor to power dissi-
pation; then, the advantage of using different approximate
memories for reducing the power dissipation is analyzed.

6.1 Power Dissipation

As discussed previously, for many applications, once the
signature components for different sets are computed and
stored in a memory (i.e., the signature pre-computation
process, that is usually performed once), the process to
find the similarity estimate is executed frequently if there is
such a need in the system/application. Therefore, the power
dissipation mainly consists of two parts:

� The power dissipation due to the memory read op-
erations to provide the stored signatures of the sets
being compared.

� The power dissipation due to the circuity imple-
menting signature comparison and for calculating
the Jaccard coefficient estimate.

To illustrate the relative importance of memories on the
power dissipation, the minhash with b = 32 and m = 1024
(i.e., each set has 1024 32-bit signature components) is
taken as a case study to evaluate the power required for
estimating the similarity of two sets. A 2K words SRAM
with a word width of 32-bit (i.e., for storing all signatures
of two sets) is implemented by using Synopsys Memory
Compiler and the circuit for signature comparison (with

both the traditional exact match scheme and the proposed
distance-one scheme) and the Jaccard coefficient estimator
is implemented in Verilog; the designs are mapped to a
32 nm library using the Synopsys Design Compiler with
the default toggle rate of 0.5. The place-and-route for the
design has been implemented using Cadence Innovus. Table
4 shows the synthesis results (corresponding to the final
circuits obtained after place-and-route) of the power dissipa-
tion required for the different hardware parts; the reported
dynamic power is for an entire similarity estimate computa-
tion (instead of for each clock cycle). The estimation circuit
includes a comparison module, a decision module, and a
coefficient computation module. In the estimation process,
each pair of 32-bit signature components are first read out
from the memory and then compared in the comparison
module of the estimation circuit; if they match, k increases
(so performed in the decision module). Once all 1024 pairs
of signature components have been checked sequentially,
the Jaccard similarity coefficient is obtained in the coefficient
computation module. Therefore, the dynamic power for the
memory reported in Table 4 is obtained by multiplying the
power for each read operation by 2048; for the estimation
circuit it is obtained by multiplying the power for both
the comparison module and the decision module by 1024
and then adding the power for the coefficient computation
module. As per Table 4, the memory requires over 98%
of the entire power dissipation. Therefore, the use of ap-
proximate memories is an efficient solution to reduce power
dissipation when implementing similarity sketches.

TABLE 4: Synthesis results of power dissipation (mW)
required for the minhash with b = 32 and m = 1024

power memory
estimation circuit

exact match distance-one

dynamic power 3642.81 29.23 50.23
static power 1.09 0.03 0.04

6.2 Power Saving Using Approximate Memory

The benefits of using approximate memories for the sim-
ilarity sketches can be assessed by combining the power
savings versus the bit error rates (given by Figures 2 to
4 for SRAMs and DRAMs which are extracted from the
simulation/measurement results reported in [18], [19], [27],
[28]) and the tolerated bit error rates obtained by simulation
results provided in previous sections. Since most operations
to the memory that stores the signatures, are read (for com-
parison), the approximate emerging memories that focus on
write operations are not considered in this section.

For example, assume that a worst case deviation in the
similarity estimate of 1% is allowed; then, the minhash
with b = 32, can tolerate a bit error rate (BER) of 10�5

for an unprotected memory when using an exact match
and of 10�3 when using distance-one comparisons. In the
unprotected scheme, the dynamic (static) power savings are
42.24% (24.00%) for the 28 nm SRAM (as per Figure 2),
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and 33.31% (18.33%) for the 32 nm SRAM (as per Figure
3), respectively; in the distance-one scheme, the dynamic
(static) power savings are 61.31% (37.80%) for the 28 nm
SRAM (as per Figure 2), and 54.66% (32.67%) for the 32 nm
SRAM (as per Figure 3), respectively. For the 20 nm DRAMs,
the refresh (entire) power dissipation can be reduced by
more than 97.44% (8.05%) when the BER is as low as 10�9

(as per Figure 4). Therefore, the power dissipation can be
dramatically reduced in both memory types.

For b-bit minhash, a bit error rate of 10�4 is tolerated
for an unprotected implementation, leading to savings of
51.00% dynamic power (30.00% static power) for the 28
nm SRAM, 43.42% dynamic power (24.78% static power)
for the 32 nm SRAM, and 99.84% (8.25%) refresh power
(entire DRAM power) for the 20 nm DRAM, respectively.
For DRAMs, there is less incentive to provide protection,
because the reduction of power is similar for all considered
bit error rates; instead, for SRAMs it is of interest to consider
parity protection. Adding parity protection permits the use
of larger bit error rates, close to 10�3. However, to assess the
benefits of such scheme, the overhead due to parity must
be further analyzed; an additional overhead of 12.5%, 25%
and 50% in memory power dissipation is introduced for b
= 8, 4 and 2 when using parity protection, that can even be
larger than the saving achieved by using an approximate
memory. Therefore, adding parity is not effective when b
is small and results in a larger overall power dissipation.
This is due to the small size of the signatures that implies
a large relative overhead for parity protection. The situation
is worse if more powerful error correction codes (such as
the SEC-DED codes) are used. In this case, the additional
overhead for 32-bit signature components is over 21% and
for 8-bit signature components over 62%. This clearly shows
that the use of error correction codes is not attractive.

As a summary, the analysis presented in this paper on
the benefits of using approximate SRAMs and DRAMs for
similarity estimation confirms that significant reductions in
power dissipation can be obtained.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has considered for the first time the use of
approximate memories to implement sketches for similarity
estimation. Results (based on a theoretical analysis and
simulation) show that similarity sketches can tolerate large
bit error rates and thus, they can benefit from using approx-
imate memories without substantially compromising the
accuracy of the similarity estimate. This paper has shown
that bit error rates of up to 10�4 have less than a 1%
impact on the accuracy of the estimate when the memory
is unprotected, and larger bit errors rates can be tolerated if
the memory is parity protected. This can be used for supply
voltage scaling and for increasing the refresh time in SRAMs
and DRAMs respectively; reductions of power dissipation
by up to 51.00% and 8.25% have been accomplished. Based
on those initial results, an enhanced implementation has
also been proposed for unprotected memories that further

extends the range of tolerated BERs and enables power
savings of up to 61.31% for SRAMs. This paper has shown
that the use of approximate memories for data sketches
for similarity estimation provides significant benefits with
a negligible impact on accuracy.

Since the goal of this paper targets a scheme using
approximate memories for data sketches for similarity esti-
mation, the detailed memory design with a given sketch and
the related evaluation are left for future work. Moreover,
there will be more interesting topics to be investigated:
i) exploring the compensation of the impact of errors to
achieve even larger savings in memory overhead; ii) sim-
ilarly integrating the proposed scheme on a memory that
needs to also support the storage of exact data; iii) pos-
sibly existing schemes that support different regions in a
memory with different accuracy can be used to integrate
the proposed approximate similarity estimator in a general-
purpose computing system. More generally, considering the
use of approximate memories to implement other sketches
and probabilistic data structures seems also an interesting
area for future work.
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